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Practice and review questions for all sections of the new 2016 SAT are presented on this set of 500

revised and updated flash cards. The math cards include 75 important math facts and 25 valuable

strategies that students need to know in order to answer SAT math questions successfully, as well

as 100 sample SAT problems in multiple formats. The grammar cards present multiple-choice

questions in proper sentence construction. The vocabulary cards present two words per card with

definitions on the reverse sideÃ¢â‚¬â€¢a total of 200 new words for test takers to learn. These

boxed cards are designed with a punch hole in one corner. The hole can accommodate an enclosed

metal key-ring-style card holder that students can use to customize study on the go.
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I'm a Harvard grad, SAT perfect scorer and full-time tutor who has taught the SAT for nearly 20

years. I think we can all agree that notecards are great study tools, and are often more practical and

easy-to-use than are books, which is why I was excited to buy and review this product.I give these

flashcards my recommendation because of their convenience, low price, and helpful system of

organization. However, I would caution against simply "studying" these cards: passively reading

them is not the best form of learning. Instead, write anything down that is unfamiliar. We fail to take

advantage of tactile learning when we use pre-printed notecards, which is why making your own

notecards is an even better option.As you can see from the picture, the flashcards include

convenient red tabs on the top that help you keep them organized in the box by topic.The 500



flashcards are divided as follows:1) 100 Vocabulary cards featuring context clues (two words on

each flashcard--one on bottom (grey tabs) and the other on top (red tabs))2) 200 Grammar and

Writing cards3) 90 Math Fact cards4) 20 Math Strategy cards5) 70 Multiple-Choice Math

questions6) 20 Grid-In Math questionsIn addition, it is worth noting that these cards are designed for

the average test-taker, not SAT high scorers (1200 and above). Many of the flashcards are very

basic and feature questions like "What is an integer?" and "How many degrees are in a straight

line?". While these concepts are of course essential to the New SAT, most high school students are

already well aware of these basic mathematical facts, and might need something more challenging.

But for someone just starting to get familiar with the basics of this test, these flashcards from

Barron's will provide a solid introduction.Right now these cards are selling for $9, which is a steal.

Barron's is quickly becoming my go-to recommendation for affordable, competent test-prep books

and flashcards.However, don't forget to also purchase the Official Guide to the SAT (or download

the free PDF equivalent from the College Board website), which is the only source of real test

questions for the SAT. You are also welcome to read my detailed review of the book, which is

currently the top review on :Ã‚Â Official SAT Study Guide (2016 Edition) (Official Study Guide for

the New Sat)For more information, including my personal, frequently updated recommendations for

SAT prep, google "SAT Action Plan - McElroy Tutoring."

Barron's SAT products has always been my best friends in getting ready for the SAT exams! Since

this new SAT came out, I thought it would be best to start practicing with new flesh cards, which

basically include some of the past ones from vocabulary section, but now it is much more expanded

I think.It perfectly fits with the description in terms of what sections are involved and what it

specializes on. I feel like it is way easier to do reviews and revision with flesh cards, rather then

books, especially because you can create a system of elimination of the best known bits. It is very

convenient and makes studies very organized and enjoyable.I definitely recommend these flesh

cards for anyone who is getting ready for the new SAT tests! And have a good luck everyone!

More effective study mode for some students==especially as test day approaches. Allows you to

mix as you please. Each card is marked by subject and placement/number, so you can easily mix

and then restore original order.

These are really great. I liked the quality and the content as well. It has vocabulary and extra

questions in grammar and math. I would definitely recommend it.



Very helpful, especially the writing rules and math strategies. I would definitely recommend this for

anyone who wants a high score at sat but has little time to practice.

They only work if you use it.

very good product thank

Great product, easy to use.
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